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Biometric signature verification 
Abstract 
This chapter deals with a method to identify a human personal trait through signature process 
using biometrics. Biometrics refers to a field of study that is concerned with any characteristic or 
personal trait that can be used to identify or verify a person. This characteristic is essentially 
distinctive, will not (or hardly) change with time and more often than not unique to each and 
every individual person. Examples can be found in human fingerprints, handwritten signatures, 
voice recognitions, facial characteristics and shapes of iris. It is thus very obvious that biometric 
concept is suitably and directly applicable to sectors or places that exceptionally demand a high 
degree of security, confidentiality and safety procedures. The entry or access to these ‘sensitive 
premises’ is only permitted to specified individuals who have thoroughly passed the 
identification cum verification procedure. The subject of interest in this study is the signature 
verification problem that deals with the process of identifying and verifying the handwritten 
signature patterns of human individuals. A number of research works has been carried out in this 
area. One such method is identifying signatures using image processing technique with the 
application of a suitable identification algorithm. 
